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Abstract

In 2014, a patient self-controllable multi-level privacy-
preserving cooperative authentication scheme (PSMPA)
was proposed for attempting to address the issue of
data confidentiality and patients’ identity privacy simul-
taneously when the personal healthcare record (PHR) is
shared in the distributed m-healthcare cloud computing
system. In this paper, we show the PSMPA scheme fails
to achieve the two goals under the collusion attack. Fur-
thermore, the scheme also suffers from forgery attack be-
cause of a flawed design in the transcript simulation phase.
In order to avoid the attacks, we propose an improved
PHR sharing scheme by incorporating ciphertext pol-
icy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) and attribute-
based signature (ABS) as a possible solution.

Keywords: Access control, attribute-based encryption,
data confidentiality, identity privacy

1 Introduction

Motivated by the remarkable development of cloud com-
puting, more and more significant data is stored into the
cloud for sharing, including personal health record (PHR)
absolutely. The e-healthcare service attracts much more
attention than the traditional approaches due to its fas-
cinating features such as high efficiency, universal acces-
sibility and low cost. The patients can share their PHRs
in the cloud to obtain treatment recommendations from
physicians or to provide medical research institutions with
precious medical information. However, on account of
storing PHRs in the cloud far away from the patients, the
PHRs are out of their physical control. The data con-

fidentiality and patient’s identity privacy will face enor-
mous threatens which are bound to the obstacles of its
wide adoption. To minimize users’ concerns as far as pos-
sible, a lot of data sharing schemes in distributed cloud
computing system have been proposed so far where cryp-
tography is utilized popularly.

It’s natural to think of leveraging the access control
in the e-healthcare scheme. Access control enables the
patients to delegate different privilege for accessing the
PHRs to whoever they desire with freedom. ABE is con-
sidered as the most optimal solution to realizing fine-
grained access control for sensitive data in the cloud
environment. A number of literatures on ABE have
been published in the past. Especially, in 2006 Goyal
et al. [3] proposed key-policy attribute-based encryption
fine-grained access control of encrypted data which makes
key management more efficient during data sharing. Sim-
ilarly, Bethencourt et al. [1] put forward the concept of
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption which is par-
allel with KP-ABE. CP-ABE and KP-ABE are applied
to different scenes dependent on their respective special-
ties. Nevertheless, both of them are short of efficient and
dynamic attribute revocation mechanism which is indis-
pensable. Based on ABE mentioned in [1, 3], [4, 11, 12]
are proposed one after another. However, the single
attribute authority that is responsible for distributing
attributes becomes the bottleneck of these schemes in-
evitably. In 2009, Chase et al. [2] figured out a solution
called multiple-authority ABE where multiple attribute
authorities are requested to involve in distributing at-
tributes. On the basis of [2], Li et al. [6, 7] divided the
members in the cloud into various security domains for
the purpose of decreasing the key management complexity
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further. In 2013, Lee et al. [5] carried on a comprehensive
survey on the existing ABE schemes and ran an extended
analysis on KP-ABE and CP-ABE. In the same year, Li et
al. [8] proposed the first multi-authority attribute based
encryption scheme realizing such expressive access policy
and constant ciphertext size. As in the real world circum-
stance, the attributes are always in the different levels, Liu
et al. [9] proposed a scheme called ciphertext-policy hier-
archical attribute based encryption in 2014. The above
schemes mainly concentrate on achieving data confiden-
tiality, while the user’s identity privacy is neglected.

Recently, Zhou et al. [13] proposed a novel PSMPA
aiming at guaranteeing the patient’s identity privacy. The
PHRs are divided into patient’s identity information and
healthcare data creatively and each of them is encrypted
respectively. No one can decrypt the patient’s authen-
tic identity except the directly authorized physicians the
patient has appointed personally. By this means, they
claimed their scheme can satisfy the requirement of iden-
tity privacy. However, we find that the parent’s identity
privacy and healthcare data are vulnerable because the
PSMPA is unable to resist the collusion attack from the
dishonest physicians. In addition, the scheme also suf-
fers from forgery attack because of a flawed design in the
transcript simulation phase. Incorporating CP-ABE and
ABS, we propose an improved PHRs sharing scheme as a
possible solution.

The rest paper is organized as follows: In the Section 2,
we review Zhou et al. [13]’s PSMPA scheme in detail. Our
attacks against the PSMPA scheme are demonstrated in
Section 3. In Section 4, we show a possible solution and
Section 5 is the final conclusion.

2 Review of the PSMPA Scheme

In this section, we carry out a detailed statement on the
PSMPA scheme to prepare for the analysis and the at-
tacks in Section 3.

2.1 Network Model

As is illustrated in Figure 1, in the m-healthcare cloud
computing system, all the members are classified into
three levels of security: the directly authorized physicians
such as Bob in the local healthcare provider, the indi-
rectly authorized physicians such as Jack, Tom and Jim
in the remote healthcare providers and the unauthorized
persons such as Black. The directly authorized physicians
are authorized by the patients and can not only access the
patient’s personal health record but also recognize the pa-
tient’s identity. The indirectly authorized physicians are
authorized by the directly authorized physicians for med-
ical consultant or some research purposes (since they are
not authorized by the patients, we call them ’indirectly
authorized’ instead). The only right they have is accessing
the personal health record, but not the patient’s identity.
For the unauthorized persons, neither could be obtained.

Figure 1: An overview of the M-healthcare cloud comput-
ing system

2.2 Authorized Accessible Privacy Model
(AAPM)

A novel attribute based designated verifier signature
scheme (ADVS) is proposed by Zhou et al. [13] to realize
three levels of security and privacy requirement in dis-
tributed m-healthcare cloud computing system which is
mainly constituted of the following five algorithms: Setup,
Key Extraction, Sign, Verify and Transcript Simulation
Generation. Suppose the universe set of attributes is U .
If and only if A(ω) = 1 where ω is selected from U , We
say an attribute set ω satisfies a specific access structure
A. The five phases are presented as follows.

Setup. The algorithm takes 1l as input, where l is the se-
curity parameter. It outputs public parameters and y
as the master key for the central attribute authority.

Key Extract. Assume that a physician requests the at-
tribute keys for an attribute set ωD ∈ U . If he is
qualified to be issued with skD for these attributes,
the attribute authority produces skD for him.

Sign. The patient takes as input his private key skP , the
uniform public key pkD of the healthcare provider
which the physicians work in and a personal health-
care information m to generate a signature σ.
Namely, σ ← Sign(skP , pkD,m).

Verify. Suppose that a physician wants to validate the
correction of a signature σ which contains an access
structure A and owns a subset of attributes ωJ ⊆ ωD

satisfying A(ωJ) = 1, a deterministic verification al-
gorithm can be executed. Once receiving a signature
σ, he uses his attribute private key skD and the pa-
tient’s public key pkP , then outputs the message m
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and True if the signature is correct, or ⊥ otherwise.
Namely, {True,⊥} ← V erify(skD, pkP ,m, σ).

Transcript Simulation Generation. Through the
Transcript Simulation algorithm, the directly au-
thorized physicians who kept the authorized private
key skD can always produce identical distributed
transcripts indistinguishable from the signature
which is received from the patient.

2.3 PSMPA Design

In this section, we introduce the proposed PSMPA to im-
plement AAPM mentioned above, realizing three different
levels of security and privacy requirements. Most of the
notations which are useful in our scheme are showed in
Table 1 with the corresponding description.

Setup. Assume that G0 and G1 are two bilinear groups
of prime order p and g is a generator of G0. Moreover,
let ê : G0 × G0 → G1 denote a bilinear map. Pick
g1 ∈ G0, y ∈ Z∗p at random and compute g2 = gy.
We additionally employ three collision-resistant hash
functions: H0 : {0, 1}∗ → G0, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p and

H2 : G1 → {0, 1}kEnc where kEnc is the length of
symmetric key in the secure private key encryption
construction chosen by the patient. Then, define the
attributes in universe U as elements in Zp. If qx(·) is a
polynomial related to leaf nodes, a default attribute
set from Zp with the size of dx − 1 is denoted by
Ψx = {Ψ1,Ψ2, · · · ,Ψdx−1} in the access tree.

Key Extract. The patient choose b ∈ Z∗p and B = gb

as his private key and public key. We define the pa-
tient’s registered local healthcare provider’s uniform
private key is skHP = hc and the corresponding pub-
lic key is pkHP = ghc1 . Both of the keys are shared by
each physician working in it. The attribute private
key of the physician can be

skD = (γi, δi) = ((g1H0(i))qx(i), gqx(i))i∈ωD∪Ψx
,

and the public parameters are

(p, g, ê,G0,G1, H0, H1, H2, g1, g2).

Sign. The signing algorithm produces a signature of the
patient’s personal health information m which can
only be decoded and validated by the directly autho-
rized physicians whose sets of attributes enable to
satisfy the patients’ requirements. First of all, the
patient need to construct a polynomial qx(·) for each
node x in Γ of the degree Dx = dx − 1.

Beginning with the root node R, the algorithm
chooses a random y ∈ Zp and sets qR(0) = y. Then,
it chooses dR − 1 other points on the polynomial qR
randomly to define it completely. For any other node
x, it sets qx(0) = qparent(x)(index(x)) and chooses
dx − 1 other points randomly to completely define
qx(·).

To sign a message m with the verification predicate
Γ, for the leaf node x in the access tree Γ, let the cur-
rent threshold required for the physician be kx. For
the leaf node polynomial qx(·), the patient randomly
selects a default subset Ψ′x ⊆ Ψx with |Ψ′x| = dx−kx
and calculates BPi = H0(i)b for i ∈ ω∗x ∪ Ψ′x. Then,
he can derive the corresponding keys for authentica-
tion

KEncp = ê(g1, g2)b,

KEnc = H2(KEncp),

KSig = KEncpê(pk
HP , g2).

Finally, the patient randomly selects ri ∈ Z∗p for each
i ∈ ω∗x∪Ψ′x, publishes gri(i ∈ ω∗x∪Ψ′x) and completes
the signature as follows

σ′ = H1(m ‖ KSig),

C0 = EpkHP (B ‖ BPi
),

C = EKEnc
(m),

σ′′i = {H0(i)ri}i∈ωx∪Ψ′x
,

σ′′′ = H0(m)b,

where EpkHP (·), EKEnc
(·) are secure public key

and private key encryptions chosen by the pa-
tient. At last, he can export the signature σ =
(ω∗x, C0, C, σ

′, σ′′i , σ
′′′).

Verify. Upon obtaining the signature σ, the physicians
working in the patient’s registered local healthcare
provider can firstly decipher B ‖ BPi = DskHP (C0),
where DskHP (·) is the decryption algorithm of the
public key encryption. If the set of attributes kept by
the physician satisfies the access tree Γ, the patient is
able to further finish the verification by implementing
a recursive algorithm illustrated as follows.

For the leaf node x, to testify the signature with the
node predicate, that is to prove possessing at least kx
attributes among an attribute set ωx with the size of
nx, the physician firstly selects a subset ωJ ⊆ ωD∩ω∗x
of the size kx, chooses r′i ∈R Z∗p for each i ∈ ω∗x ∪Ψ′x
and computes

V ′ =
∏

i∈ωJ∪Ψ′x

γ
Mi,ωJ∪Ψ′x

(0)

i ,

V ′′ =
∏

i∈ω∗x∪Ψ′x

(σ′′i )r
′
i ,

V ′′′ =
∏

i∈ωJ∪Ψ′x

ê(BPi , δ
Mi,ωJ∪Ψ′x

(0)

i grir
′
i), (1)

V ′′′′ =
∏

i∈ω∗x\ωJ

ê(BPi
, grir

′
i), (2)
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Table 1: Notations in the PSMPA

Notation Description

dx Threshold for node x in access tree Γ
kx Number of attributes required to be owned by the patient w.r.t. node x
qx(·) Dx = dx − 1 -degree polynomial assigned to node x
Ψx A default attribute set of size dx − 1 for node x
skHP Uniform private key of the healthcare center
pkHP Uniform public key of the healthcare center
ωD The set of attributes owned by the physician
skD Private key of the physician
ω∗x Attributes in predicate of node x for physicians
Ψ′x A subset of default attribute set of size dx − kx chosen by the patient

KEnc/KDec Symmetric key for message encryption/decryption
KSig Signing key for ADVS
ωJ The subset of physician’s attribute set of size kx chosen to satisfy the predicate

H0,H1,H2 Hash functions mapping {0, 1}∗ → G0, {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p and G1 → {0, 1}kEnc

and

Kx
Decp =

ê(V ′V ′′, B)

V ′′′V ′′′′

=
ê(gqx1 (0)

∏
i∈ωJ∪Ψ′x

H0(i)qx(i)Mi,ωJ∪Ψ′x
(0)+rir

′
i , gb)∏

i∈ωJ∪Ψ′x
ê(H0(i)b, gqx(i)Mi,ωJ∪Ψ′x

(0)+rir′i)

·
ê(
∏

i∈ω∗x\ωJ
H0(i)rir

′
i , gb)∏

i∈ω∗x\ωJ
ê(H0(i)b, grir

′
i)

= ê(g
qx(0)
1 , gb). (3)

We now consider the recursive case when x is a non-
leaf node. The verification algorithm will proceed as
follows. For all nodes z that are children of x, it calls
the same verification algorithm with respect to itself
and stores the corresponding partial output as Fz.
Let Sx be an arbitrary kx -sized set of child nodes
z such that Fz 6=⊥. If no such set exists, the node
will not be satisfied and the function will return ⊥.
Then, the physicians can compute

Kx
Decp = ê(Fx, B) = ê(

∏
z∈Sx

F
Mi,S′x

(0)
z , gb)

(i = index(x) and S′x = {index(z)} : z ∈ Sx)

= ê(
∏
z∈Sx

g
qz(0)Mi,S′x

(0)

1 , gb)

= ê(
∏
z∈Sx

g
qparent(z)(index(z))Mi,S′x

(0)

1 , gb)

= ê(
∏
z∈Sx

g
qx(i)Mi,S′x

(0)

1 , gb) = ê(g
qx(0)
1 , gb).

Until now, we have defined the verification function
for each node in the access tree Γ. By utilizing the
recursive algorithm defined above, the physicians can
complete verification by simply calling the function

on the root node R of the access tree Γ. Finally, the
directly authorized physician computes

KDecp = ê(FR, B) = ê(g
qR(0)
1 , gb)

= ê(g1, g2)b, (4)

KDec = H2(KDecp),m = DKDec
(C), (5)

and verifies whether both

ê(g, σ′′′) = ê(B,H0(m)), (6)

H1(m ‖ KDecpê(g1, g2)hc) = H1(m ‖ KSig)

= σ′, (7)

hold, where DKDec
(·) is the decryption algorithm

for the private key encryption. If Equations (6)
and (7) hold simultaneously, the physician outputs
True; otherwise, outputs ⊥.

Transcript Simulation. Once receiving the medical
consultation or research, the directly authorized
physician creates a protected session secret SSj

which is unique to each consultation j made for each
patient. Next, he can output the transcript simula-
tion σT which is broadcasted to indirectly authorized
physicians by operating the following procedures.

Firstly, he computes KT
Decp = K

H1(SSj)
Decp , KT

Dec =

H2(KT
Decp) to encrypt a specific message m to CT

and computes σ′T = H1(m ‖ KT
Decpê(pk

HP ′ , g2)) =

H1(m ‖ KT
Sig), in which pkHP ′ is the public key of

the hospital which the indirectly authorized physi-
cian works in. After that, he can compute BT =

BH1(SSj), BT
Pi

= B
H1(SSj)
Pi

and encrypt them as

CT
0 = EpkHP ′ (BT ‖ BT

Pi
). In the end, he calculates

σ′′′T = (σ′′′)H0(SSj) and generates the transcript sim-
ulation as σT = (ω∗x, C

T
0 , CT , σ

′
T , σ

′′
i , σ

′′′
T ) which is in-

distinguishable from the original signature σ for the
indirectly authorized physician.
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3 Attacks Against the PSMPA
Scheme

Through analysis and discussion, two primary flaws
can be found in the patient self-controllable multi-level
privacy-preserving cooperative authentication scheme
(PSMPA).

3.1 Collusion Attack

The indirectly authorized physicians who satisfy the at-
tributes requirement are capable of colluding with the di-
rectly authorized physicians who work in the patient’s
registered hospital and don’t satisfy the attribute require-
ments.

In the proposed scheme, the above two kinds of
members can exchange information and get what they
shouldn’t have the right to get. The former can recognize
the patient’s authentic identity and the latter can obtain
the healthcare data. The analysis and collusion attack
are presented as follows.

In the sign phase, the authentic identity of the pa-
tient B is encrypted by the public key of his registered
local healthcare provider just as C0 = EpkHP (B ‖ BPi

).
Since all of the physicians working in the patient’s regis-
tered hospital possess the private key skHP of the health-
care provider which they work in, they are able to deci-
pher the authentic identity B by computing B ‖ BPi =
DskHP (C0), no matter whether they satisfy the access tree
or not.

After the decryption, the directly authorized physi-
cians can share B ‖ BPi

and the corresponding signature
σ = (ω∗x, C0, C, σ

′, σ′′i , σ
′′′) with the dishonest indirectly

authorized physicians who satisfy the access tree. With
their own attribute private key skD = (γi, δi) and the
value of B ‖ BPi , the indirectly authorized physicians
enable to calculate the value of V ′′′ and V ′′′′ just like
Equations (1) and (2) in the PSMPA, when x represents
a leaf node in the access tree. Then they also can compute
Equation (3).

Finally, the indirectly authorized physicians implement
the same operations as the primitive paper to compute
KDecp, KDec and the healthcare information m easily by
computing Equations (4) and (5).

In this way, the indirectly authorized physicians are
able to share the healthcare data m with the directly au-
thorized physicians, and they also get the authentic iden-
tity B illegitimately from the latter. The collusion attack
succeeds after the cooperation.

3.2 Forgery Attack

In the transcript simulation phase, because of the flawed
design, the directly authorized physicians are equipped
with the ability of deceiving the indirectly authorized ones
through sharing fake healthcare data, while the latter do
not notice that.

The public key infrastructure (PKI) is utilized to issue
the certificate for user’s public key in the paper. The PKI
requires that if a patient wants to get a public key cer-
tificate from certificate authority (CA), he must pass the
identity verification. In the transcript simulation phase,
the directly authorized physicians randomize the patient’s
authentic identity by an exponent arithmetic BH1(SSj) in
order to protect the patient’s privacy. The blinded iden-
tity is certain to fail to get the corresponding certificate
from CA. Now that the patient’s public/private key pair
BT = BH1(SSj) and bT = b(H1(SSj)) is fake completely,
the directly authorized physician enables to simulate a
forged signature for any healthcare data m∗ he likes with
a fake identity B∗ and cheat the indirectly authorized
physician as follows.

1) Signature Generation:

a. The dishonest directly authorized physician ran-
domly selects b∗ ∈ Z∗p as a nonexistent patient’s
private key and computes the corresponding
public key B∗ = gb

∗
.

b. A suit of new secret values will be produced with
the help of the fake private and public key pair
B∗/b∗ through computing

K∗Encp = ê(g1, g2)b
∗
,

K∗Enc = H2(K∗Encp),

K∗Sig = K∗Encpê(pk
HP ′ , g2),

where HP ′ denotes the public key of the health-
care provider which the indirectly authorized
physician works in.

c. The forged signature can be computed as fol-
lows.

σ′∗ = H1(m∗ ‖ K∗Sig),

C∗0 = EpkHP ′ (B∗ ‖ B∗Pi
),

C∗ = EK∗Enc
(m∗),

σ′′∗i = {H0(i)ri}i∈ω∗x∪Ψ′x
,

σ′′′∗ = H0(m∗)b
∗
,

where B∗pi
= H0(i)b

∗
for each i ∈ ω∗x ∪

Ψ′x. Then, the forged signature will be σ∗ =
(ω∗x, C

∗
0 , C

∗, σ′∗, σ′′∗i , σ′′′∗).

2) Signature Verification:

a. After receiving the signature σ∗, the indirect
authorized physician firstly utilizes the health-
care provider’s secret key skHP ′ to decipher
the patient’s identity information by calculat-
ing B∗ ‖ B∗Pi

= DskHP ′ (C∗0 ).

b. The indirectly authorized physician will be able
to decipher the healthcare information m∗ and
verify the correction of the signature according
to the other procedures in the verification phase
of PSMPA.
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Through the verification, the indirectly authorized
physician is convinced that m∗ is the healthcare infor-
mation he desires and B∗ is the corresponding patient’s
authentic identity without being aware of being cheated.

In this case, the correction of transcript simulation is
entirely dependent on the honesty of the directly autho-
rized physicians. Unfortunately, the probability of this
honesty guarantee is negligible in practice such that this
type of data sharing mechanism is unrealistic.

4 Possible Solution

In this section, we provide a possible solution to avoid
the above two attacks. In order to ensure that each pa-
tient has full control over his identity information and
personal health information, we leverage CP-ABE pro-
posed in [1] and ABS proposed in [10] as the encryption
primitive and the signature primitive in our possible solu-
tion. Our scheme realizes the same three levels of security
and privacy requirement as the PSMPA scheme. All the
members are also classified into three categories: the di-
rectly authorized physicians in the local hospital, the in-
directly authorized physicians in the remote hospital and
the unauthorized persons. We generally describe the pos-
sible solution and discuss its security in the following.

Before encrypting the PHRs, the patients divide the
PHRs into patient’s identity information m1 and personal
health information m2. To achieve the goal of access con-
trol, the CP-ABE scheme in [1] is brought in. The pa-
tients can use two different access tree T1 and T2 to en-
crypt m1 and m2 into CT1 and CT2 respectively. The set
of leaf nodes in T2 does not contain the attribute of the
hospital where the physician works, while the access tree
T1 contains. The patient can define the root node of T1 as
an ”AND” gate with two children: one is T2 and the other
is a leaf that is associated with the attribute of the hos-
pital where the physician works. For example, if patient
P is registered in hospital A, he can specify the attribute
”hospital=A” as the leaf node of the root. In this way,
only the directly authorized physicians working in hospi-
tal A whose attributes satisfy T2 are able to decrypt the
ciphertexts (CT1, CT2) and get the plaintext (m1,m2) si-
multaneously, while the indirectly authorized physicians
working in other hospital whose attributes satisfy T2 only
can decrypt CT2 and get m2. The unauthorized persons
whose attributes can not satisfy T2 will obtain nothing.
Through constructing the two different access tree, we re-
alize the fine-grained access control to patient’s identity
information and personal health information.

As we all know, encryption offers confidentiality and
signature provides authenticity, one can perform encryp-
tion and signing sequentially to achieve this. Once receiv-
ing the PHRs uploaded by someone, the storage server in
hospital must check their authenticity. Traditional digital
signature can undertake this task, but the patient’s iden-
tity will be exposed to the ones who are not desired by the
patient. In [10], Rao et al. constructed a key-policy ABS

scheme with constant-size signature to achieve signer pri-
vacy. A valid ABS attests to the fact that ”a single user,
whose attributes satisfy the predicate, endorsed the mes-
sage” and provides the public verifiability. The public
just knows the signature comes from people who satisfy
certain criteria like that they should possess some specific
attributes. In our possible solution, the patients leverage
ABS to sign the ciphertexts CT1||CT2 before generated
from CP-ABE and output the corresponding signature σ.
Finally, the patients produce the tuple (CT1, CT2, σ) and
upload it to the storage server in the local hospital. Re-
ceiving the tuple, the storage server executes the verify
algorithm of ABS. If the signature passes the validation,
the server stores the tuple. Otherwise, the server rejects
it. Because of the utilization of ABS, the new PHRs shar-
ing scheme achieves the function of anonymous authenti-
cation successfully.

In the new scheme, not all the physicians working in
the same hospital as the patient P can recognize P’s ac-
tual identity, except the ones whose attributes satisfy T2.
Therefore, the collusion attack described in Section 3 does
not exist in our scheme. Furthermore, since the PHRs re-
ceived by indirectly authorized physicians derive from the
patients directly instead of the directly authorized physi-
cians, our scheme also does not suffer from the forgery
attack as PSMPA.

In this section, we provide a possible solution to avoid
the above two attacks. To ensure that each patient has full
control over his identity information and personal health
information, we leverage CP-ABE proposed in [1] and
ABS proposed in [10] as the encryption primitive and the
signature primitive in our possible solution. Our scheme
realizes the same three levels of security and privacy re-
quirement as the PSMPA scheme. As shown in Figure 1,
All the members are also classified into three categories:
the directly authorized physicians such as Bob in the lo-
cal healthcare provider, the indirectly authorized physi-
cians such as Jack, Tom and Jim in the remote healthcare
providers and the unauthorized persons such as Black.
We generally describe the possible solution which is con-
sisted of five phases and discuss its security in the follow-
ing.

Setup. The algorithm takes 1l as input, where l is the se-
curity parameter. It outputs public parameters and y
as the master key for the central attribute authority.
This algorithm is the same as the setup algorithm in
the PSMPA scheme.

Key Extract. As the ABS and CP-ABE involved, both
patients and physicians request their own attribute
keys for an attribute set in this algorithm. If someone
is qualified to be issued with skD for some attributes,
the attribute authority produces skD for him.

Encrypt-Sign. Before encrypting the PHRs, the pa-
tients firstly divide the PHRs into patient’s identity
information m1 and personal health information m2.

Secondly, they choose two different access tree T1 and
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T2 as the corresponding access policy of the plain-
texts m1 and m2. The set of leaf nodes in T2 does
not contain the attribute of the hospital where the
physician works, while the access tree T1 contains.
The patient can define the root node of T1 as an
”AND” gate with two children: one is T2 and the
other is a leaf that is associated with the attribute of
the hospital where the physician works. For example,
if patient P is registered in hospital A, he can specify
the attribute ”hospital=A” as the leaf node of the
root. Taking the two access tree and public param-
eters as input, the encryption algorithm encrypt m1

and m2 into CT1 and CT2 respectively.

Finally, to provide authenticity, the patients need
to claim that they possess some specific attributes
which the healthcare provider requires. Taking the
corresponding attribute keys and public parameters
as input, the signing algorithm signs the ciphertexts
CT1||CT2 and outputs the signature σ. In this way, a
tuple (CT1, CT2, σ) can be constructed and uploaded
to the storage server in the local hospital.

Verify. Once receiving the PHRs uploaded by someone,
the storage server in hospital executes the verify al-
gorithm of ABS and decides whether the signer pos-
sesses the attributes as they claimed in the signature
σ. If the signature σ passes the validation, the server
stores the tuple. Otherwise, the server rejects it.

Decrypt. When the physicians issue a request to the
server, it returns the corresponding tuple. Receiving
the tuple, the directly authorized physicians work-
ing in local healthcare provider whose attributes sat-
isfy T2 decrypt the ciphertexts (CT1, CT2) and get
the plaintexts (m1,m2) simultaneously through exe-
cuting the decrypt algorithm of CP-ABE, while the
indirectly authorized physicians working in remote
healthcare provider whose attributes satisfy T2 only
can decrypt CT2 to get m2 using their attribute keys.
The unauthorized persons whose attributes can not
satisfy T2 will obtain nothing.

In our scheme, we treat the CP-ABE proposed in [1]
as the encryption primitive. For purpose of realizing
collusion-resistance, Bethencourt et al. [1] embeds inde-
pendently chosen secret shares into the ciphertext such
that the attacks can not combine their attribute keys to
satisfy the access tree. Thus, not all the physicians work-
ing in the local healthcare provider can recognize the pa-
tient’s actual identity, except the ones whose attributes
satisfy T2. However, in the PSMPA scheme, the fact that
all the directly authorized physicians working in the lo-
cal healthcare provider can decrypt the patient’s identity
causes the collusion attack. Therefore, our new scheme
can resist the collusion attack between the directly autho-
rized physicians and the indirectly authorized physicians.

Furthermore, since the PHRs received by indirectly au-
thorized physicians derive from the patients directly in-
stead of the directly authorized physicians and we do not

hide the patient’s actual identity by randomizing it, our
scheme does not suffer from the forgery attack as PSMPA.
In summary, the PHRs sharing scheme proposed above
can be regarded as a possible solution for the PSMPA
scheme.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss two important flaws in the pa-
tient self-controllable multi-level privacy-preserving co-
operative authentication scheme. Exploiting collusion
attack and forgery attack, we specify that the scheme
doesn’t possess the feature of identity privacy as they have
claimed and there exists a flawed design during the tran-
script simulation. In the end, we establish an improved
PHRs sharing scheme as a remedy solution through in-
corporating CP-ABE and ABS. A concrete description of
the proposed scheme will be given in the future work.
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